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Introduction
Our group devised a scenario built around Carl, a K-12 science teacher. As it was up to
the group to decide the subject area and the grade level, we based our scenario on similar
experiences of Sirrena, one of our group members. The following is the scenario we developed:
Within the hypothetical case study of East Shoestring School System, Carl has
been teaching 10th grade Ecology for nearly five years. He wants to encourage his
administration to consider offering the Ecology sections of his program as part of a
statewide virtual school project. Carl knows that many teachers are not familiar with
presenting a class in an online format or through a distance learning program. Some
faculty are concerned about the integrity of the program being offered at a distance. Both
faculty and administrators have questioned how students might perform in this program if
it is offered through a distance learning online format.
We arrived at this scenario after meeting as a group on Zoom, an online meeting tool we
use for class. Most of our work was done through this meeting tool, but additional work being
done on the wiki in Blackboard, and on shared documents on Office 365.
Our goal for the project was to research the scenario, create a presentation, and then illicit
and stimulate class discussion of the case study using our own online environment. We
intentionally chose four key questions on which to focus. We planned to present our scenario
using a PowerPoint presentation and break the class into four small groups, assigning each group
a question. We put one of our group members in each breakout room as a note taker and
possible facilitator, if needed. After twenty minutes of the break out groups examining their
question, we reconvened to discuss possible answers to the questions. A member from each
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breakout group reported their group's responses, and then we compared their answers to the
literature we reviewed. Jonathan acted as the main facilitator while Shannon, Rita, Sirrena, and
Kathy acted as note takers in the breakout sessions.

Shannon's Group (Group 1)
Considering our case study scenario focuses on a high school ecology program, the first
break out discussion group addresses the question “how do you deal with a lack of equipment in
an online ecology program?” As research suggests, science classes typically require laboratory
experiments due to its hands-on and active-learning components. These investigations are vital
for students to use lab equipment and to learn lab skills like measuring, manipulating, observing,
interpreting, and reasoning (Jeschofnig & Jeschofnig, 2011; McCalmont, 2013). Therefore it is
important to discuss potential laboratory substitutes for an online science learning environment.
Since this question is content specific and it is unclear if classmates are familiar with ecology
content, Shannon prepared question prompts to scaffold the learners. The breakout group was
challenged when asked their initial thoughts on the question. They posed questions such as,
“What are the students needs or standards for the course?” and “How can 10th grade students be
disciplined enough to succeed in an online program?” The group recommended a strong teacher
presence to hold the students accountable. Further, acceptance into the online science program
should be reserved for qualified students who show discipline and ownership of their education.
Other initial ideas considered the logistics of a new online program. First, as a base-line for
developing the program, it was recommended to research other institutions who have created
successful online science programs. Similarly, the same principle was mentioned in literature but
at a larger scale. The United States has used other countries as a guide in developing lab-based
distance learning programs in America (McCalmont, 2013). Next, it was proposed to start small
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with one trial class, and if the experience was effective, then the program could expand to
multiple classes. This will help minimize the costs during this trial period. Lastly, the online
science program should be relevant and appropriate for the maturity and academic level of the
students.
Next, after given access to actual ecology standards from PA, GA, and TN, the group’s
answers became more specific. One solution the group came up with was the possibility of lab
kits. This could include commercial lab kits that are part of the course fee or at-home lab kits
where the supplies can be bought at the store. Another lab substitute could include the use of
multimedia. For instance, virtual labs, video conference labs, or other interactive multimedia
were mentioned as possible solutions for lab experiences. It was noted, however, multimedia
experiences do not provide a realistic, hands-on, or unique laboratory experience. Further
solutions posed by the group included case studies, androids/robots, or other activities that can be
done at home. These solutions are consistent with Handelsman, Miller, & Pfund (2007) who
suggest multimedia resources, interactive online activities, and case studies.
After returning to the whole class discussion, Shannon presented the research suggested in the
literature. Consistent among the literature were six solutions to deal with the lack of equipment
in an online science learning environment. To promote laboratory and inquiry experiences,
computer simulations and at-home or commercial lab kits were suggested (Jeschofnig &
Jeschofnig, 2011; Jeschofnig, 2004). These three recommendations were consistent with the
solutions proposed by the breakout groups. Other suggestions in the literature include remote
access labs, instructor-assembled lab kits, and hybrid class sessions (Jeschofnig & Jeschofnig,
2011; Jeschofnig, 2004). Further resources for teaching online science material can be found on
page 6 in Scientific Teaching (Handelsman, Miller, & Pfund, 2007).
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Rita's Group (Group 2)
With Rita as the notetaker, breakout group 2 addressed the question posed to Carl by
fellow faculty: "How do you ensure participation?" The three discussion group members who
are all teachers easily provided answers. They suggested using activities and discussions, active
learning, appropriate multimedia, short assignments with frequent feedback, Showbie (tutoring
online), and software such as MyMathLab and WebAssign that gives instant feedback on
homework assignments. One member shared how the use of Kahoot (gamification) in her
Algebra class had positively affected a student who previously had not been engaged in the class.
The competitive design of Kahoot drew the student into the class. The student thrived on
answering the short set of questions quickly and accurately. This program allows instructors to
create their own questions or use existing questions.
Then the group leader questioned specifically about how to ensure participation in an
online Ecology class. The group members stated that science and math were harder subjects to
teach online and also claimed that math does not leave room for creativity of coming up with
many solutions since math typically has one correct answer. However, they did state an online
science and math class could utilize creativity through media and tests. One member suggested
having an online Science Fair as either a group or individual project. The students could
potentially share their posters using social media via YouTube, PinBoard, or Instagram.
The group leader shared research based evidence on how to ensure participation.
Lehman and Conceição (2010) propose the sense of presence can be enhanced by incorporating
activities that will help students feel they are "there" and "together" with others. "Precourse
orientation and activities set the tone for the entire online course." (Lehman & Conceição, 2010)
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Such activities prior to the beginning of the course include a welcome letter, a scavenger hunt,
and a biographical sharing.
A study conducted by Crippen, Archambault, and Kern (2013), advocates that while the
available laboratory learning environments such as virtual experiments, hands-on/real world
experiments, simulated experiments, and remote experiments continue to evolve, there is still a
great need for promoting and supporting science laboratory activities and inquiry. The study
addresses the lack of research involving K-12 virtual schools in the United States concerning
specific content areas, and in their case, secondary science. As teaching science to secondary
students in an online environment continues to grow, the need is essential to use existing
communication tools to better align with the activity of science such that the nature of science is
more clearly addressed, the work of students becomes more collaborative and authentic, and the
formative elements of a scientific inquiry are more accessible to all participants.

Sirrena and Jonathan's Group (Group 3)
Sirrena was note taker in breakout group 3, but the research on the question was done by
Jonathan, because Sirrena developed and wrote the scenario. The question in this group was
"how do you prevent cheating?"
The answers from the breakout group were quite numerous and sometimes quite
technical. They included answers such as "question pooling," which involves not giving all the
students the same questions but rather giving them tests which randomly pulls from a pool of
questions. Similarly, they mentioned "shuffling the answers." There were other lines of
thoughts such as "remote live proctoring" and "high tech scans." They also had questions about
accounting for accessibility, and ways to structure the class that involve more interactivity and
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less traditional test taking. Finally, they also mentioned "honor codes" and having an "integrity
policy." All of this fell in line with what I found Michael (2013), which is summarized here:
o Avoid high stakes assessments
o Do nothing


The Bus Method



Trust the market

o Honor Codes
o Be explicit that cheating is not necessary
o Have a specific policy in the syllabus
In summary, the research seems to indicate that cheating should not necessarily be
approached in a way where the instructor is trying to control every student's action and stamp out
cheating, but rather in a way that looks to make cheating unnecessary.

Kathy's (Group 4)
Kathy was the note taker in breakout group 4 and completed the research on the question
that she addressed to the group: "What value would there be in sharing the history and research
on online teaching with faculty?"
Answers by all group members were collaborative as they explicated their thought
processes and rationales aloud. Group members volunteered responses and encouraged one
another to speak about this topic. Kathy listed three items on a PowerPoint slide under each of
the four categories of discussion: faculty, barriers, successes, & possible solutions. Intentionally
listing the categories provides the group a point of departure or stimulus for the discussion.
Group members added several items to three of the four categories.
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For example, one group member explicated Lewin’s theory & Deming’s model of
evaluation as examples of how to apply the concept of pacing. The concept of pacing would be
important in the roll-out portion of implementation of a new distance education program
(Roberts, 2008). Pacing during implementation is important to keep stakeholders on board, since
moving too quickly could result in loss of stakeholder support. Another group member spoke
about ecology distance education classes and methods for simulation learning that allows
learners to experience ecology virtually, such as collaboration with park services for virtual
learning experiences and resources. Another member mentioned that application of these virtual
experiences could be applied to learning at local creeks or waterways, then disseminated to other
educational venues to generate knowledge for distance learning (Roberts, 2008). Generation of
knowledge in this way could save funds, an aspect which may appeal to stakeholders.
Fears were expressed that stakeholders may decide to save funds by replacing teachers
with machines if a distance education program was implemented (Maguire, 2008). The idea was
a fear that distance education could result in one teacher replacing four others with machines and
several teachers would likely lose their jobs. There was also concern that for it to be helpful,
evidence-based research and its application must be specific to the target population for distance
education, in this case high school students (Forman, Olin, Hoagwood, Crowe, & Saka, 2009).
Research that is specific to the target population could be instrumental in helping to sway
stakeholders to the side of implementation of a distance education program because it illuminates
how the process worked in similar cases in similar populations.
After the topic was opened up to the entire class for discussion, Kathy added points from
the research. For example, when implementing a new distance education program, the
infrastructure of the organization must be consistent with its mission and strategy (Forman et al.,
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2009; Roberts, 2008). Consistency is important because matching the tenets of a distance
education program with an organization's mission and strategy can give educators the leverage
necessary to make a stronger case with stakeholders.
After that the discussion became lively with examples of anecdotal stories of experiences
where educators did not feel supported and did not experience a collaborative atmosphere.
However, these shared anecdotal experiences led back to what was found in the research, that
there is a need for both peer support and an atmosphere of collaboration when educators are
trying to implement a distance education program (Ashton, 2014; Marshall, 2004; Muilenburg &
Berge, 2001). These examples of personal experiences and observations helped us better
understand the barriers that could be encountered when working with stakeholders as well a reallife view of the multiple perspectives of the issues when designing and implementing a distance
education program.

How did class go?
Class went very well. The flow was good, and the class seemed quite engaged. We had
prepared for an hour and a half, and we ran just slightly over two hours. Frankly, it could have
gone on longer. The breakout rooms were originally scheduled to last for fifteen minutes, but
that was extended to twenty. The ideas from the breakout rooms were thoughtful and useful, and
they largely lined up with our conclusions from the research.

Conclusion
It seemed that part of the assignment was to help answer some of Carl's questions, but
another, larger portion was to plan and facilitate a class. Our decisions were based on structuring
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the class around group work, and then creating student engagement by picking questions that
they could come up with answers to without prior research. Frankly, we think that this approach
was a success.
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Welcome!
Group 1: Rita Gray, Kathy Jenkins, Jonathan Kelly, Shannon Mann, and
Sirrena Wiggins

Summary of Carl's situation:
Carl has been teaching 10th grade Ecology and other science subject
areas in the East Shoestring High School for nearly 5 years. He wants to
encourage his administration to consider offering the Ecology sections
of his program as part of a statewide virtual school project.
But, Carl knows that many of the other teachers in the program are not
familiar with the idea of teaching at a distance. Some are concerned
about the integrity of the program if it is offered at a distance. They
have raised questions about whether the students will do as well in the
distance program.

Goal and Outline of Class
• Goal: Help Carl get approval from administration and faculty for his
program by addressing four potential questions administration and
faculty might have.
• Outline
• Four break-out group discussions
• Whole class discussion
• Recap and Insights

Four Questions:
1. How do you deal with the lack of equipment in an online science learning
environment?
2. How do you ensure participation?

3. How do you guard against cheating?
4. What value would there be in sharing the history and research on online
teaching with faculty?

Breakout Groups:
• Directions: Everyone will be placed in a breakout group in which you will
address and discuss your opinions of the question provided with the group
• Group 1: Shannon
• Group 2: Rita
• Group 3: Sirrena

• Group 4: Kathy

How do you deal with the lack of equipment
in an online science learning environment?

How do you deal with the lack of equipment
in an online science learning environment?
• Computer simulations/virtual labs
• Remote access labs
• "Kitchen" labs: instructor provides instructions and students use
materials found in the home
• Commercially-assembled lab kits
• Instructor-assembled lab kits
• Hybrid sessions: required to attend some experiments in person

How do you ensure participation?

How do you ensure participation?
• Answers that we've come up with:
• Answers:

• Creating a sense of presence by incorporating activities that will help your
students feel they are "there" and "together" with others. Activities such as an
orientation scavenger hunt, ice breakers, and a getting to know your group
activity help to create social presence.
• On-line Discussion (student reflection/discussion)
• Virtual experiments - a psychology of presence (I.e. believing that you are in a
place, doing an activity) might be more important for producing a learning
outcome than the form of technology used to delivery the activity. Virtual
laboratory activities emphasize conceptual understanding.
• Small group discussion
• Virtual Team Projects

• More answers

How do you guard against cheating?

How do you guard against cheating?
• Avoid high stakes assessments
• Do nothing
• The Bus Method
• Trust the market

• Honor Codes
• Be explicit that cheating is not necessary
• Have a specific policy in the syllabus

What value would there be in sharing the history
and research on online teaching with faculty?

What value would there be in sharing the history
and research on online teaching with faculty?
• Faculty: faculty buy-in: stakeholders, organizational priorities & identities remain intact

• Barriers: Any new phenomenon potential barrier, lack of accessibility to tangible objects
(specific to 10th grade Ecology), available resources
• Successes: Effective & efficient online course design, understands needs for course
design & needs of students
• Possible Solutions: Teacher training, virtual simulations or laboratories that focus on
specific environments (specific to 10th grade Ecology), online teaching viewed as ongoing
process

Recap
• We focused on and answered four key questions pertaining to Carl's
situation
• An online science learning program includes challenges but is achievable.
• Participation of learners can increase by motivating students and creating a
sense of presence
• Preventative measures for cheating include honor codes, specific policies,
open communication.
• Faculty and administration will have a better idea of how to approach the
development of an online science class

Insight for Carl
By addressing questions such as these, Carl's goal of offering Ecology
sections of his program as part of a statewide virtual school
project should be well on his way to getting buy-in from his
administration and fellow faculty members.
Would you consider supporting this program?

